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PROGRAMMING



HUMAN LANGUAGES

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Human languages are the combination of 
sounds, gestures or symbols designed to 
communicate abstract ideas through  
symbolic representation.



PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Programming languages are a type of 
written language designed to communicate 
instructions to a computer. 

code.



LOGIC

PHOTO FROM EN.MEMORY-ALPHA.ORG

Logic, a system of strict principles used to 
determine the validity of a statement or 
the outcome of an argument, provides the 
foundation for many computational and 
programming methodologies.

http://en.memory-alpha.org


SYNTAX

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

The correct structure of a language is 
determined by establishing rules, called 
syntax.  

Syntax is the arrangement of words, 
phrases, and punctuation that, when used 
appropriately, create meaning. 

Programming languages have rules of syntax, 
but there are also many common rules shared 
between various languages. 
Better graphic



PUNCTUATION

Punctuation is critically important in 
programming.  

The following punctuation is commonly 
used: 

• ( ) (parentheses) 
• , (comma) 
• . (dot or period) 
• ; (semicolon) 
• = (equals) 
• [ ] (square braces) 
• { } (curly braces)

PHOTO BY LETTUCE.



SEQUENCE

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Computer programs have linear and non-
linear characteristics. 

For the time being, think of a program as 
linear or sequential, meaning that the 
computer will execute each line of code in 
sequence, from the beginning until the 
end.- out of placement changes meaning 

In time you will learn to take advantage of 
non-linear techniques.



FUNCTION

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

“A set of instructions designed to perform 
a frequently used operation within a 
program.” 

In time you will learn of ways to break your 
programs down into branching repeatable 
tasks known as Functions. 

Using Functions will bring non-linearity to 
your programs.



AGE OF UBIQUITOUS COMPUTING

PHOTO FROM APPLE AND AMAZON

The Age of Ubiquitous Computing is now 
underway, with computers being integrated 
into everything from automobiles, 
household appliances, eye glasses, and 
watches. 

Apple watch 
Amazon Dash button



PROCESSING



PROCESSING

PHOTO BY 5VOLT

Processing is a programming language, 
development environment, and community.  

Since 2001, Processing has promoted 
software literacy within the visual arts and 
visual literacy within technology. 

Initially created to teach computer 
programming fundamentals within a visual 
context, Processing evolved into a 
development tool for professionals.



PROCESSING 3.X CHANGES

SCREENSHOT OF PROCESSING.ORG

The books we are using were written for 
Processing 1.x however we will be working with 
processing 3.x.  

Changes between Processing versions have 
been documented on the Processing Wiki: 

• wiki.processing.org/w/Changes

http://processing.org
http://wiki.processing.org/w/Changes


PROCESSING REFERENCES

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

The processing IDE has a built-in language 
reference where you can explore the 
features and syntax of the processing 
language. 

The language reference is also available 
online: 

• processing.org/reference/

http://processing.org/reference/


PROCESSING IDE

PHOTO FROM SCREENSHOT

The Processing IDE (integrated development 
Environment) is designed for writing, playing, 
testing and debugging, as well as Publishings 
programs written in the Processing language. 

It has menus, a toolbar, a text editor, message 
area and console. 



INSTALLING PROCESSING IDE

PHOTO FROM PROCESSING.ORG

Visit the following URL and download 
Processing 3.X : 

• processing.org/download/ 

Depending on the configuration of your 
operating system, you may also need to install 
the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) from 
one of these websites: 

• oracle.com 
• support.apple.com/kb/DL1572 

http://PROSSING.ORG
https://processing.org/download/
http://oracle.com
http://support.apple.com/kb/DL1572


WRITING SKETCHES

PHOTO BY NEOCOLOR SKETCHING GEAR

Programs written in Processing are called 
sketches.  

The word sketch calls to mind a quick and 
loose way of working. 

You type your sketches in the Processing 
IDE. 

Just like Arduino!



RUNNING SKETCHES

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

To play your sketch press the Run button 
in the toolbar.  

Don’t wait until you think you are finished 
to run your software.  

It is useful to try your sketch out 
repeatedly during the development 
process. 

Just push play!



SIZE() FUNCTION

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

The first thing you’ll want to do when 
creating a new sketch is to establish the 
dimensions of the window your sketch will 
playback in.  

You can accomplish this by using the size() 
function.  

Size takes 2 values, a width and a height. 

size(640, 480);



SIZE() EXAMPLE

size(640, 480); 

if size is not given default window size is 100 x 100 pixels



COMMENTING SKETCHES

PHOTO FROM ME

Comments are not only a way for you to 
provide personal notes within your 
program, they can also be used to exclude 
portions of your code from running. 

Single line comments begin with double 
slashes (//). 

Multiline comments begin with a slash then 
an asterisk (/*), and end the opposite way 
with an asterisk then a slash (*/).



COMMENT EXAMPLE

// This is a single line comment 

/* This 
is a multiline 
comment */ 

// size(500, 500); This function has been commented out 

/* These functions have all been commented out  
size(100, 100); 
ellipse(50, 50, 55, 55); 
ellipse(100, 100, 55, 55); 
*/



PRINTLN() FUNCTION

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

When testing and debugging it is often 
useful to output messages from your 
sketch when you are running it.  

You can do this by using the print() and 
println() functions. 

These messages are output to the console 
at the bottom of the Processing IDE.



ERRORS

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

If errors are present in your sketch, they 
will be presented to you in the message 
area immediately below the text editor 
when you click run.



TESTING & DEBUGGING SKETCHES

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

If a sketch doesn’t work and you don’t 
understand why. 
Copy the error message and… 

GOOGLE IT! 



DRAWING



COMPUTER GRAPHICS

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Computer graphics are the generation and 
presentation of images on a computer 
display.  

There are two methods for defining 
computer graphics:  

Raster 
Vector



RASTER GRAPHICS

PHOTO BY JAN RAMROTH

Raster graphics, sometimes referred to as 
bitmaps, are defined as a grid (matrix) of 
pixels on a computer display or dots on a 
printed page.  

Rasters are best suited for images that 
are photographic in nature. 

However, rasters suffer from loss of 
quality when enlarged.



VECTOR GRAPHICS

PHOTO BY PIETER VAN MARION

Vector graphics define images as a set of 
points, lines and geometric shapes.  

Vectors can scale cleanly to any size without 
suffering a loss of quality. 

For this reason, vectors are  best suited for 
illustrations including logos and typography. 
better graphic



COORDINATE SYSTEMS

PHOTO BY GREGORY LAING

Coordinate systems are used to uniquely 
determine the position of something within 
a space. 

The coordinate system used in computer 
graphics differs from the Cartesian 
coordinate system used in mathematics.  

The Computer graphics coordinate system 
begin (0,0) at the top left corner 
instead of in the center.



COORDINATE SYSTEMS

PHOTO BY NORDENERGI

0



0,0 AT TOP LEFT CORNER



DRAWING ORDER & LAYERING

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Graphic elements like shapes, images, and 
text are created one at a time in your 
program.  

A graphic element created later in your 
program will appear on top of an element 
created earlier in your program if they 
occupy the same coordinates. 

Better graphic



DRAWING SHAPES

PHOTO BY JPELLGEN

Processing has commands for drawing 
simple shapes called 2D Primitives. 

To draw a circle you would use the ellipse() 
function, passing in the x and y coordinates 
as well as the width and height. 

The drawing functions require that 
different values be provided, 
corresponding to various attributes of the 
shape, such as position or size.



2D PRIMITIVES

The types of shapes that can be drawn using Processing’s built-in 2d Primitive Shape drawing 
functions are:

• Points 

• Lines 

• Curves 

• Triangle 

• Rect

• Quadrilaterals 

• Ellipses 

• Arcs



2D PRIMITIVES EXAMPLE

point(30, 20); 
line(30, 20, 85, 75);  2 points 
rect(30, 20, 55, 55);   1 point w and h 
ellipse(56, 46, 55, 55);  1 point w and h 
triangle(30, 75, 58, 20, 86, 75); 3 points



VERTEX SHAPES

PHOTO BY DANIEL MENNERICH

Complex shapes, called vertex shapes, can 
also be drawn in Processing. 

Start by calling the beginShape() function. 

Then call the vertex() function as many 
times as needed, each time specifying a 
new coordinate for your shape. 

Remember to call endShape() when you are 
finished drawing.



VERTEX SHAPE EXAMPLE

beginShape(); 
vertex(20, 20); 
vertex(40, 20); 
vertex(40, 40); 
vertex(60, 40); 
vertex(60, 60); 
vertex(20, 60); 
endShape(CLOSE);



DRAWING START POSITION

PHOTO BY SETH M

You can use the rectMode() or 
ellipseMode() functions to control where 
the point of origin will be for shapes that 
you draw. 

The options for rectMode() and 
ellipseMode() are CORNER, CORNERS, 
CENTER, or RADIUS. 

rectMode(CENTER); 



STROKE & FILL

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Vector shapes can be defined with a 
stroke, sometimes called a path or outline, 
and a fill, or interior color. 

To set the stroke color use the stroke() 
function. 

To set the fill color use the fill() function.



STROKE WEIGHT

PHOTO BY TOSHISYUNG

The stroke, or outline of a shape, can be 
thin, thick or anything in between. 

Strokes can also be hidden completely. 

Set the stroke weight by using the 
strokeWeight() function. 

Use the noStroke() function to remove the 
stroke altogether.



COLOR

PHOTO BY NATHAN RUPERT

Color can be set in Processing by several 
different methods using different color 
systems and forms of notation: 

• Grayscale 
• RGB Color 
• Hexadecimal Color



GRAYSCALE

PHOTO BY MICHAEL

Grayscale is a color system used in 
computer graphics which defines images 
based on a range of gray shades from 
white to black. 

Grayscale colors are defined using a single 
value from 0 to 255.



RGB COLOR

PHOTO BY ANITA GOULD

The RGB color system is an additive color 
system in which three primary colors (red, 
green and blue) are mixed to create all 
available colors. 

RGB colors can be defined using three 
values, one each for red, green, and blue 
between 0 and 255. 
 fill(255, 0, 255);



PROCESSING COLOR PICKER

Processing has color picker in it.



HEXADECIMAL COLOR

PHOTO BY SHERRI LYNN WOOD

Color can also be expressed using 
hexadecimal numbers, from 00 to FF. 

Hexadecimal triplets are six-digit three-
byte values prefixed by a hash mark (#) 
or 0x. 

Some hexadecimal color values: 

• #000000 
• #0000FF 
• #FFCC00



How does #0000FF
=

RGB(0,0,255)
=

BLUE



BACKGROUND COLOR

PHOTO BY CHRISSY H

You can define the background color for 
your sketch by using the background() 
function. 

Keep in mind that the background() 
function clears the entire window and fills 
it with the background color specified. 

background();



TRANSPARENCY / OPACITY / ALPHA

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Transparency and opacity are inverse 
qualities that express the ability to see 
through something to reveal whatever lies 
behind. 

This property can be controlled by 
specifying the alpha value after the color 
itself. 
  
tint();



COLOR EXAMPLE

size(200, 200); 
background(150, 0, 150); 
stroke(150); 
fill(255, 0, 255); 
rect(10, 10, 55, 55); 
noStroke(); 
fill(0, 255, 0, 150); 
rect(100, 10, 55, 55);



STUDENT DRAWING EXAMPLES

MAX MA'S MAO TSE TUNG
HTTP://ITP.NYU.EDU/~GM1467/ICM/WEEK1/

MICHELLE CORTESE'S HYRULE SHIELD
HTTP://ITP.NYU.EDU/~MC4562/ICM2012/WEEK1/

KATIE ADEE'S SKYLINE
HTTP://ITP.KATIEADEE.COM/ICM/SKYLINE-WEEK-ONE/

http://itp.katieadee.com/icm/skyline-week-one/


IN CLASS
DOWNLOAD AND INSTALL

• processing.org/download/

https://processing.org/download/


TRY TO DRAW SOMETHING USING 
VERTEX();

Drawing_cathead 
Drawing_cathead_vertex


